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Abstract: In this research, we introduce TweetNLP, a platform for social media Natural Language Processing (NLP). An
extensive range of NLP tasks are supported by TweetNLP, including standard focus areas like sentiment analysis and named
entity recognition as well as social media-specific tasks like emoticon prediction and offensive language detection. Task-specific
systems run on moderately small Transformer-based language models that are focused on social media text, particularly Twitter,
and don't require specialized hardware or cloud services to operate. TweetNLP's major contributions are: (1) an integrated
Python library for a contemporary toolkit supporting social media analysis using various task-specific models tailored to the
social domain; (2) an interactive online demo for codeless experimentation using our models; and (3) a tutorial covering a wide
range of typical social media applications.
Keywords: NLP, Sentiment Analysis, Emotion Recognition, Emoji Prediction, Hate Speech Detection
I.
INTRODUCTION
Social media is characterised by its connectivity, accessibility, and content creation. It is a useful tool for sharing, creating, and
disseminating information as well as for communicating with people locally and globally. Social media usage has evolved into a
regular activity in today's world. Twitter, Instagram, Youtube and other social media platforms have all emerged as major
informational resources.
It has been discovered that, by extracting and analysing data from social networking sites, an understanding of contemporary society
can be developed. Online users communicate with each other by sending text-only messages or enhancing them with multimedia
content like images, audio, or video. This has led to the usage of these platforms to comprehend user, group, and organisational
behaviour. Particularly, twitter, the primary medium examined in this work, has long been a valuable tool for comprehending
society as a whole. Twitter is a crucial research and practical resource for natural language processing (nlp) because of its relevance
and accessibility.
Twitter is intriguing for nlp because it embodies many characteristics that come naturally in fast-paced, impromptu conversation.
The improvement of results on benchmark datasets with roughly independent and identically distributed (iid) training, validation,
and testing sections, drawn from data that was gathered or validated by open sourcing, has been the focus of a significant and
influential thread of research on natural language understanding (nlu).
Additionally there are significant flaws in allegedly high-performing systems, and they nonetheless lack human-level task
competence. In fact, it has been demonstrated that even conventional nlp systems perform poorly when applied to social media,
particularly when performing tasks like normalisation, part-of-speech tagging, sentiment analysis, or named entity recognition
because of problems like noise, length restrictions for messages related to platforms, jargon, emoticon, colloquial language and
multilinguality.
Tweetnlp (tweetnlp.org) provides a library tailored to twitter. Transformer-based language models that have been trained on twitter
make up the core of tweetnlp (barbieri et al., 2020, 2022; loureiro et al., 2022). These specialised language models have then
undergone additional fine-tuning for particular nlp tasks on twitter data.
All of these resources are consolidated into one platform by tweetnlp. Tweetnlp provides a simple python api that makes it simple to
use social media models.
Despite the tendency toward progressively larger language models (shoeybi et al., 2019; brown et al., 2020), tweetnlp is more
concerned with the general user and applicability and hence include base models that are simple to operate on standard computers or
on free cloud services. The ability to test models and conduct real-time analysis on twitter is provided by an interactive online demo
that provides access to all models.
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Paper Title

Year & Journal

Description and findings

Inference

1.

BERTweet: A pretrained language
model for English
Tweets

2020 Association
for Computational
Linguistics

Same architecture as
BERTbase, which is trained with a masked language
modeling objective. BERTweet pre-training procedure
is based on RoBERTa which optimizes the BERT pretraining approach for more robust performance. The
model is optimized using Adam (Kingma and Ba,
2014), and uses a batch size of 7K across 8 V100
GPUs (32GB each) and a peak learning rate of 0.0004.
BERTweet is pre-trained for 40 epochs in about 4
weeks.

BERTweet outperforms
strong baselines
RoBERTabase and XLMRbase (Conneau et al.,
2020), producing better
performance results
than the previous state-ofthe-art models on
three Tweet NLP tasks: Partof-speech tagging,
Named-entity recognition
and text classification.

2.

RoBERTa: A
Robustly
Optimized BERT
Pretraining
Approach

2019

3.

TimeLMs:
Diachronic
Language Models
from Twitter

2022 Association
for Computational
Linguistics

A variety of qualitative evaluations to demonstrate
how they respond to patterns and peaks in an activity
involving certain named things or idea drift.
Lack of diachronic specialization
is especially concerning in contexts such
as social media, where topics of discussion change
often and rapidly. We address this issue by sharing
with the community a series of time-specific LMs
specialized in Twitter data.

A quantitative analysis on
the degradation suffered by
language models over
time; the relation between
time and size; a qualitative
analysis where they
show the influence of time in
language models for
specific examples.

4.

T-NER: An AllRound Python
Library
for Transformerbased Named

2021 Association
for Computational
Linguistics

T-NER facilitates the study and investigation
of the cross-domain and cross-lingual generalization
ability of LMs fine-tuned on NER. In-domain
performance is generally competitive
across datasets. However, cross-domain

This paper especially focuses
on LM finetuning,
and empirically shows the
difficulty of cross-domain
generalization in NER.

Performance can be
substantially improved
by training the model longer,
with bigger
batches over more data;
removing the next sentence
prediction objective; training
on longer sequences;
and dynamically changing
the masking
pattern applied to the
training data.
RoBERTa achieves state-ofthe-art results on GLUE,
RACE, and SQuAD, without
multi-task fine-tuning for
GLUE or additional data for
SQuAD.
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5.

XLM-T:
Multilingual
Language Models
in Twitter
for Sentiment
Analysis and
Beyond

generalization is challenging even with a large
pre-trained LM, which has nevertheless capacity
to learn domain-specific features if finetuned
on a combined dataset.

2022

Multilingual LMs integrate streams of multilingual
textual data without being tied to one single task,
learning general-purpose multilingual representations.
This is an important
consideration, as there is ample agreement that
the quality of LM-based multilingual representations
is
strongly correlated with typological similarity.
results suggest that when fine-tuning
task-specific Twitter-based multilingual LMs, a
domain-specific
model proves more consistent than its general domain
counterpart, and that in some cases a smart selection
of training data may be preferred over largescale finetuning on many languages.

They have also facilitated the
evaluation by unifying some
of
the most popular NER
datasets in the literature,
including languages other
than English. Which will
definitely emphasize
the importance of NER
generalization analysis.

This paper bridges this
typological similarity gap by
introducing a toolkit
for evaluating multilingual
Twitter-specific Language
Models.
It comprises a
large multilingual Twitterspecific LM based on XLMR
checkpoints
A unified dataset is devised
in 8 languages for sentiment
analysis (which we call
Unified Multilingual
Sentiment Analysis
Benchmark, UMSAB)

II.
SUPPORTING TASKS AND EMBEDDINGS
Discussing the tasks supported by TweetNLP.For classification tasks, we simply fine-tune the models which are described in the
TweetEval library, and for refining named entity recognition, we depend on the T-NER library, which is also integrated into
TweetNLP.
1) Sentiment Analysis- Sentiment analysis is the process of identifying and categorizing the emotions represented in a text source.
When analyzed, tweets may produce a significant quantity of sentiment data. These statistics help us understand how
individuals feel about a range of issues. Aims to forecast the feeling of a tweet that has one of the three classifications: positive,
negative, or neutral.
2) Emotion Recognition- Emotions are considered of utmost importance as they have a key responsibility in human interaction.
The goal of this activity is to match the most relevant emotion to a tweet, boiled down to surprise, love, hate, boredom, anger,
happiness, sadness, and empty.
3) Emoji Prediction- The goal of emoji prediction is to predict the final emoji of a tweet, including 20 emoji labels.It is important
to take into account various selection heuristics, such as choosing the first or most prevalent emoji inside a tweet, while
attempting to identify the genuine label from a variety of emojis in a tweet.
4) Hate Speech Detection- The hate speech dataset consists of identifying tweets that are hostile toward immigrants or women.
The categories of the dataset in which this model was fine-tuned are hate speech, offensive but not hate speech, or neither
offensive nor hate speech.
5) Offensive Language Identification- It is crucial to research the detection of abusive language on social media to prevent
conflicts brought on by the usage of such language and to make social media platforms safer for kids and teenagers.The
assignment is to find any derogatory words in a tweet.
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A. Embeddings
1) Word Embeddings- Social media has the actual ability to injure individuals and may serve as a platform for the spread of
racism, misogyny, and other hateful ideologies. Although having the right to free expression is crucial, there are instances when
it's necessary to spot such stuff and stop it from being published. In the NLP approach known as word embedding, each word is
represented as an n-dimensional vector that depicts the word's projection in vector space. A particular word's position in the
model is determined during training by the words that surround it. Word2Vec and GloVe are the two most popular techniques
used to build this kind of model.
2) Tweet Embeddings- The syntactic and semantic components of a word are both captured by its embedding. Tweets vary from
other forms of text in that they are brief, loud, and have particular lexical and semantic characteristics. Word embeddings must
be specially learnt from tweets as a result. We selected one response at random for tweets that received several replies. Each
mini-batch in training consists of a list of tweet-reply pairings. The enumeration of all other conceivable combinations of tweetreply, tweet-tweet, and tweet-reply pairings is considered a negative sample; the tweet-reply pairs are considered positive
samples. In this paper, we also present experiments demonstrating how to use the data sets in some NLP tasks, such as tweet
sentiment analysis and hate recognition, emotion recognition, emoji prediction, and offensive language detection.
III.
METHODOLOGY
A. Sentiment Analysis
The data input is a test and train dataset containing various tweets and comments and the tweets are of mixed sentiments, such as
positive, negative, and neutral. The distribution of Training and Testing data is depicted through a histogram using visualization
tools such as Seaborn and Matplotlib.

Fig1- The Frequency of Words
The training data is used to train the model in order for it to understand the different words and related contextual sentiment for
further analysis with the test data. According to the analysis based on the training data, the most repetitive words within the dataset
are the following. By the use of a few different packages within the python environment, we can find out the vocabulary and
different sentiment-related words.

Fig2- The Neutral Words
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Fig3- The Negative Words
The extraction of the number of tweets that contain any desired hashtags is implemented.
The main reason behind the requirement of hashtag analysis is to find negative comments such as racist tweets, abusive comments,
etc.
Analysis of hashtags with regular and neutral tweets, the top 20 most frequently used hashtags are:

Fig4.1- Top 20 Frequently used regular hashtags
Analysis of hashtags with negative tweets, the top 20 most frequently used hashtags are:

Fig4.2- Top 20 Frequently used negative hashtags
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B. Emoji Prediction
A dataset with different tweets are kept as the baseline for training the model to predict the correct and relevant emoji at the end of
every tweet.

Fig5- Loaded Data
A set of 20 emoji labels with their meanings are mapped to train the model to predict the emoji accurately according to the tweet.

Fig6- Mapped Emojis
The true available emoji and the predicted emoji are compared after the training of the model.
The user now can simply enter the desired tweet and get the output as the same tweet with the appropriate emoji following it.
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Fig7- Screenshots of the Emoji Prediction Demo
C. Emotion Recognition
The ability to recognize emotions has several uses, including the ability to identify psychological problems like anxiety or sadness
in people or gauge how a community feels about a certain issue. In human-computer interaction systems and their applications,
emotion recognition is essential. These days, the majority of individuals use social media sites like Twitter, Facebook, Instagram,
and others extensively to express their feelings or opinions about a certain subject. As a result, these sites serve as enormous data
warehouses for emotional information.
The following is the graphical representation of emotion that we classified from the dataset we used

Fig8- Data Distribution

Fig9- Predicted Labels
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Fig10- Over Sampled Train Data

Fig11- Predicted Labels

Fig12- Test Labels
D. Hate Speech Detection
The dataset used is from a study called Automated Hate Speech Detection and the Problem of Offensive Language in which 6% of
the tweets were categorized as hate speech. The labels on this dataset were voted on by crowdsource and determined by majority
rules.

Fig13- Top 20 Most Frequent Words per Label
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Fig14- Amount of Tweets per Label
A condensed representation used in information retrieval and natural language processing is called the bag-of-words method. In this
method, syntax and even word order are ignored while maintaining multiplicity, and a text such as a phrase or document is
represented as the bag (multiset) of its words.

Fig15- Comparison of Unique words in Each Label
E. Offensive Language Identification
Social networks have been increasingly popular in recent years. The idea behind social media was to allow us to express our
opinions online, stay in touch with loved ones, and share happy moments. However, as reality is not so ideal, there are others who
share hate speech-related messages, use it to abuse particular people, for example, or even build robots whose sole purpose is to
attack particular circumstances or individuals. It is difficult to determine who created such content, but there are numerous
approaches that might be used, such as natural language processing or machine learning algorithms that can look into the text and
make predictions using the related meta-data.
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Fig16- Opinion-based Personalization
F. Performance Analysis
Here, we have compared the results of all the models we tested with.
Sentiment Analysis:
Model

Training Accuracy

Validation Accuracy

F1 score

RandomForestClassifier

99.904

95.106

59.979

Logistic Regression

98.541

94.168

59.336

DecisionTreeClassifier

99.916

93.242

53.924

SVC

97.818

95.219

49.868

XGBClassifier

94.459

94.331

35.378

We can see that DecisionTreeClassifier, gives us better Training Accuracy. But in terms of more optimal Validation Accuracy,
RandomForestClassifier provides us with better accuracy.
G. Emoji Prediction
Model

Training Accuracy

Validation Accuracy

LSTM

90.799

86.682

Bi-Directional LSTM

93.74

88.74

Comparing the 2 models used, we can clearly see that Bi-Directional LSTM outperforms LSTM and gives us better results.
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H. TweetEval Validation

I.

Model

Emoji

Emotion

Hate

Sentiment

SVM

24.3

63.1

71.1

68.1

FastText

23.2

62.9

71.7

59.8

BLSTM

19.3

61.5

71.8

59.6

Model

Emoji

Emotion

Hate

Sentiment

SVM

28.5

63.8

35.7

61.1

FastText

25.2

64.9

49.3

58.3

BLSTM

23.7

64.5

51.2

56.6

TweetEval Test

The validation sets are sampled at random from the training data for those tasks where no validation split is present in the dataset.
J.

Emotion Recognition using RNN
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Using sequential model: Bi-directional LSTM,
Training Accuracy

Validation Accuracy

98.5

89.4

By using a separate RNN model, we are able to achieve results that are miles better than the TweetEval combined model.
IV.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have introduced TwitterNLP, an NLP platform with a focus on social media. The software uses very simple
language models that were trained on Twitter and adjusted for many prominent NLP tasks on social media, including sentiment
analysis, identifying objectionable language, emotion recognition, emoji prediction, detecting hate speech, and named entity
recognition.
Additionally, TwitterNLP makes it simple for non-programmers to analyze the models, which can assist in discovering negative
biases or flaws and ultimately lead to future model improvement.
While this first released version of TwitterNLP is autarchic and complete, we want to continuously add more models and tasks to it.
We intend to create additional datasets and models for social media tasks because TwitterNLP's foundation is social media data. In
particular, future expansion can be beyond the tweet categorization task, which is currently sufficed by TwitterNLP in depth.
Part-Of-Speech tagging, stopword removal, syntactic parsing has always proven challenging in a gigantic setting like social media.
In addition, we want to support languages other than English in a larger range of activities and expand TwitterNLP to include other
social networking sites like Reddit, LinkedIn, and Instagram.
The results of this experiment indicate that TwitterNLP has multifold advantages and can be used explicitly.
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